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Get "As Seen On NBC,

FOX, CBS" & 100+ Sites



Massive social proof — up to 48% more conversions 

on your website instantly.



See Pricing
How it Works




Rated Excellent








4.6 on TrustPilot
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"Our blog is now getting a 24% Conversion Rate after working with Brand
Featured. Amazing.”


TOOLS OFFICIAL

































Losing customers due to lack of trust?


On average 75% of visitors will leave your website due to lack of credibility. Getting 

"As Seen On NBC, CBS, ABC" will boost your conversion rates instantly.
































Guaranteed publishing

to major news



Your article will be published on over 100 authority news sites across our network, with guaranteed
publishing to affiliates of NBC, FOX, CBS, and ABC.



For proof of getting featured, you'll receive a PDF report of all live URLs to your article.



Some of these websites get over 10 million visitors per month. This makes getting published on our
network a great way to improve your brand visibility, gain hundreds of back links to your website (for
SEO), and earn massive trust with your customers.







This service is awesome. I was hesitant at first, but moved forward and got exactly what I paid for. I can now use the news logos on my website.

Meena Verma













Excellent service. Delivered fast and overdelivered on content, worth it just for the backlinks, let alone great quality content snippets. Will 100% recommend.

Josh James













Exceptional writing! I provided a few lines and Brand Featured brought it to life, trust me, trust them, and the process. Just reading the article brought me to tears, “like yassssss, you better say that!” I need more!

Shanda













The team was very helpful and turned around the project very quickly. The article they published was very well done.

Kevin Kraft













I can’t say enough about these guys. Fast, on top of it. Boom! I’m telling my entrepreneur friends. Thanks’ Dino! You guys ROCK!!!

Rocky Haire
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How this boosts your sales


3 major benefits to getting featured.







Massive social proof


"As Seen On NBC, FOX, CBS, ABC" is a must-have trust element proven to increase conversions
and get you more sales.









Great for SEO


Each article will have links sending people back to your site. Backlinks are very important for
ranking higher on Google, and you'll be getting 100+ trustworthy links instantly.









Free traffic


An article will typically get over 100 visits within the first day, and 1000+ over time. That
means free organic traffic (and more sales) to your website.







See Our Packages














Get seen on 200+ sites with millions of visitors

Take advantage of our growing network of news sites that often rank high on Google and receive steady traffic. Getting published on these sites will increase your own brand's authority. 






I have published my first Brand Featured article and I'm really impressed with the great service and speed.

Tracy Tully













Great, easy-to-use, self service platform. I was shopping around for a month for similar services and decided to go with Brand Featured. They were really helpful over email too, answering questions I had.

Warren Garcia













Good writing and super fast delivery (4 days). Highly recommend!

John Wellington













I am very picky with people and suppliers of services. My previous career was Quality Auditor, so I know what Excellence looks like. At Brand Featured, I found it.

Superba Vox













Brand Featured was great to work with! Excellent communication, very well written article! Not only can we say we are "as seen on", but we're also getting a substantial increase in traffic and SEO to our website!

Ryan Tripp
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287

News Sites




172,418,890

Monthly Visitors




93

Max Authority










See All News Sites














How it works


3 easy steps to be featured on

NBC, CBS, ABC and more.









We write an article about 

your business



Or you can provide us your own. The article will talk about your business and what you
have to offer.


Learn More 









Your article gets published

to 100+ news sites



We send your article to our wide network of news sites & tv stations including affiliates
of NBC, FOX, CBS.


Learn More 









You can now write "Featured

On NBC, CBS, ABC"



We'll send you a PDF with all the live links to your article. Proof that your business has
been featured.


Learn More 




















Who this is for


Getting featured can help almost every business in any industry, including:



E-commerce stores



Tech companies



Artists, influencers & freelancers



Coaches & information products



Service businesses



And many more...







Excellent and speedy service. We will definitely use their services again.

Lisa













Within two weeks an amazing article about my company was written and published in hundreds of publications throughout the country! Communication was easy and I highly recommend Brand Featured for your PR needs!

Melissa Jill













They are absolutely great to work with! Great communication, great article! All I wanted was to be able to say "as seen on", but I am getting traffic to my website! would recommend to anyone!

Kazuna MTM













We are very happy with their service. They were responsive, easy to work with. They said “over 100” media outlets, we got 249! And the “as seen on” looks fantastic on our website. Oh, and their google articles created SEO for us as an unexpected benefit.

Arno Karssen













The service and feedback highly appreciated. The brand feature not only help brands by featuring logos, but it provide high visibility on the internet and Improve The SEO of the website rank.. highly recommended

Moamin Albatta
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Pay once, "As Seen On" forever


For a low one time fee, you can get

a conversion boost everywhere.







Your website








Your book








Social media








Business cards



















7%




/




We ourselves have seen a quick 7 percent conversion rate increase just from
adding a few logos on an opt-in page


ENTREPRENEUR.COM



















Special Promo Pricing ($50 Off)








Basic

$247



$297




You provide us the article, we publish it.


Guaranteed publishing to 100+ sites



Published to NBC, FOX, CBS, and ABC
affiliates



Published to Google News & Digital Journal



PDF with live URLS of all your articles


4 day delivery



You provide us the article to publish


See Writing Guidelines



Buy Now









PRO

$347



$397




VALUE


We write your article & publish it.


Guaranteed publishing to 100+ sites



Published to NBC, FOX, CBS, and ABC
affiliates



Published to Google News & Digital Journal



PDF with live URLS of all your articles


10 day delivery


200 word article professionally written


2 free revisions

Buy Now








Unlimited

$547



$597




Unlimited revisions before publishing


Guaranteed publishing to 100+ sites



Published to NBC, FOX, CBS, and ABC
affiliates



Published to Google News & Digital Journal



PDF with live URLS of all your articles


10 day delivery


400 word article professionally written



Unlimited revisions to your article


Buy Now





For Bulk Pricing: See Here for rates
















Our 100% money back

guarantee



Your article is guaranteed to be published on our wide

network of authority news sites, including affiliates of

NBC, FOX, CBS, and ABC.



If for any reason you don't get published to the news networks aforementioned above, simply
contact us and you will receive

a prompt and courteous refund.



















What our customers say









‟Loved working with them! Great customer service and the writer working on my article, Heather, was so
patient. The sites my article was published to were all official ones of NBC, FOX, etc which made this
an amazing deal.”


Sam Saliu

Founder @ Sam Saliu Advertising






‟Fast and easy, saw results almost immediately. As an SEO agency we also loved all the back links and
can't wait to collaborate with Brand Featured in the future.”



Charles Travers


CEO @ FineTune Digital






‟Got an easy 10% boost in conversions at least in sales. Very clean process and it was awesome to see
our service published on hundreds of news sites all at once.”


Paul Kidis

CEO @ WP Ezi






‟Great experience. Everything went smoothly. Thanks for going over the 200 word count for us, it
really shows that you go above and beyond for your customers. Will be recommending to my friends.”


 L Kremer

COO @ Lightning Video Editors






‟When I opened the list of published articles I never expected to see so many different, high quality sites
included on the list. Everything from start to finish was simple and straightforward. Highly recommend
the service.”


 Nick Connor

Author of Brandability






For more reviews from verified customers:


See More Reviews

Brand Featured
















400%




/




If quality social proof buffers notable uncertainty, get ready for some remarkable

conversion impact — in some cases up to 400% improvement


ConversionXL



















FAQ











What do you need from me to write my article?









Many writers require lengthy questionnaires from you that waste your time. We only require
3 things: your website, the topic you want the article to be about, and 1-2 quotes that
best describe your business. We'll do the research to write your article with just that
information.










Will I get to check the article before it's published?









Yes, after the article is written you can look it over and go through up to 2 rounds of
revisions (Pro Package) or unlimited
revisions (Unlimited Package) before
it's published.










Can I publish it myself? Why do I need to go through you?









You do have the option to reach out to each news station individually, but most likely you
won't get published because they typically only work with clients who can provide a bulk
number of articles per month. It would take you many months / years to build a network of
over 100 new sites from scratch.










What topic should my article be about?









It can be just a general announcement of your business, talking about the features and
benefits. Or if you plan to write it yourself, it can be any newsworthy topic, for example
about a new product you just launched.










How long does this whole thing take?









4 days if you provide us the article and we publish it, or 10 days if you want us to write
the article then publish it. This does not include time for revisions if any are
requested.










Will I be published on the main website of NBC, FOX etc?









You won't be published to the main website (for example fox.com) as those are
reserved for national headline news. But you will be published to local affiliates
such as FOX 28, FOX 43 etc which are the official sites for the TV stations. For
example, FOX 43 is for channel 43 in a specific city and is part of the FOX news
network. It's similar to getting published in a local newspaper.










Which sites will my article get published to exactly?









Fox 28, NBC 2, ABC AZ Central, CBS KUTV2, CBS WBOC, NBC 21, FOX 40, NBC 3 WRCB TW, Fox 43, NBC WRDE Coast TV, NBC
29, Tulsa CW, Pittsburgh Post Gazette, Daily Herald, Times Record, The
Punxsutawney Spirit, The Inyo Register, The Chronicle Journal, 1007 The Score,
Doublet 973, 93.7 The Eagle, The Drive 929, Talk 1170 Radio, K-Hits 1069, HTV 10,
News on 6, 2 News, 98.5 KVOO, News 9, Big Country 99.5, Lubbock CW, Magic 106.5,
My Lubbock TV, NCN News Central, NCN News Omaha & Lincoln, NCN News Mid Plains,
NCN News Northeast Nebraska, NCN News Panhandle, NCN News Platte Valley, NCN News
Southeast Nebraska, Oldics 97.7, RFD TV, 96.9 The Bull, SNN News, Telemundo
Lubbock, Weny News, Erie News Now, 1077.7 Yes FM, News OK, Marketplace,
Minyanville, Malvern Daily Record, Sweetwater Reporter, My Mother Lode, Poteau
Daily News, Decatur Daily Democrat, Deer Park Tribune, The Ridgway Record, Antlers
American, Wapakoneta Daily News, Starkville Daily News, The Buffalo News, The
Saline Courier, The Kane Republican, SM Daily Press, The Community Post, AZ
Central Finance, The Evening Leader, One Observer News Enterprise, Fat Pitch
Financials, Daily Times Leader, Post & Mail, Wall Street Select, Morning News,
Milwaukee Wisconsin Journal Sentinel, Mammoth Times, Big Spring Herald, Borger
News-Herald, Carolina Reporter & News, Financial Content, Statesman Examiner,
Menlo Park, Corte Madera, San Rafael, San Anselmo, Santa Clara, Walnut Creek
Guide, Daily City, Mill Valley, Livermore, Danville, Pleasanton, The Pilot News


Please note that these sites are subject to change without notice, and this list
may not be updated to reflect the changes immediately.










I want to write my own article. What are the guidelines?









- The article must be between 200-500 words.
- Your article can have no more than 1
link per 100 words.
- The headline must include the company's name.
- The
article cannot be written like a sales pitch, it must be neutral/informational. 
-
The article must have a specific topic, no general articles allowed.
- Avoid bullet
point lists or fragmented texts as they will not be accepted by some news outlets.
-
Exclude contact info from the article as you will be uploading that separately.
-
Must be in english.










Are there any topics / businesses that are not accepted?









We can not accept articles about CBD, supplements, marijuana, guns, alcohol, drugs, sex, gambling, legal cases, negative press, loans, multi-level
marketing, dating sites, 3rd party companies, and more. Please
see our full FAQ page for a complete list of banned
topics.










Will you rewrite my article if I'm not happy with it?









We try to get it right the first time, but if revisions are needed our
Pro Package includes 2 free revisions
and our Unlimited Package has
unlimited revisions.










How will I be billed?









You can pay via credit card or Paypal on the checkout page. Credit card information is
verified and secured by Stripe.

























Have more questions?


Get up to 48% more conversions today by being published on 100+

authority news sites — with guaranteed publishing or your money back.



See Full FAQ

$297
See Pricing





















Subscribe for exclusive discounts & more




Subscribe
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Writing your article


Our Pro and Unlimited Packages have your article written by our professional writing staff.



We research your topic and brand, then write a 200-400 word article draft. After you check it over and
request any revisions, we publish the article to our network of news stations.



For an example of our writing, please
see this example article.



If you want to write the article yourself, you can pick the Basic Package and upload your article.
We'll then publish it to our network.





Close




















Publishing your article


Once your article is written, we'll publish your article to over 100 authority news sites
with guaranteed approval to affiliates of NBC, FOX, CBS, and ABC.


Here are some of the news, TV, and radio sites you'll be published in:







Close




















After your article is live


Once your article is published, we'll send you proof of the article being live on 100+ news
sites. You can now use the logos of the big companies you've been featured on proudly in your
site or on the front cover of your new book.



Some notable companies we publish to:


	   - NBC
	   - CBS
	   - FOX
	   - ABC
	   - Google News
	   - Digital Journal
	   - MarketWatch
	   - Daily Herald
	   - Times Record




Close




















All News Sites

Here are some of the news sites we publish to. This list is continuously changing and the sites we publish your article on may be different.

Money Back Guarantee: Your article will have guaranteed publishing to official NBC, FOX, CBS, and ABC affiliates. In addition, you will be published to over 100+ news sites.



	Fox 54 News Now
	FOX 40
	FOX 43
	FOX 28
	FOX 43
	FOX 28
	CBS WBOC
	Minyanville
	Observer Reporter
	2 News
	RFD TV
	Lethbridge Herald
	My Mother Lode
	Suncoast News Network
	The Chronicle Journal
	Wedbush
	NBC WFMJ
	NBC WRDE Coast
	NCN
	NCN River County
	Daily Times Leader
	The Inyo Register
	Fat Pitch Financials
	Poteau Daily News
	Starkville Daily News
	3WZ Classic
	HDTV 10
	KMLK
	Erie News Now
	The Call
	Southern Rhode Island Newspapers
	The Saline Courier
	The Times (Pawtucket)
	Market Watch
	Ask.com
	Digital Journal
	Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
	Daily Herald
	Buffalo News
	The Pilot News
	The Punxsutawney Spirit
	Mammoth Times
	Wapakoneta Daily News
	Big Spring Herald
	The Vally City Times Record
	The Postand Mail
	Decatur Daily Democrat
	Pennsylvania Post
	The Evening Leader
	Financial Content
	Corte Madera
	San Rafael
	Santa Clara
	Daly City
	Sunnyvale
	Weny News
	Walnut Creek Guide
	Sausalito
	Livermore
	Burlingame
	Asean Coverage
	Frontal Report
	Morning Dispatcher
	Tech Buzzing Asia
	Daily World Feed
	Trendy Reporter


Close




















Writing guidelines

	- The article must be between 200-500 words.
	- Your article can have no more than 1 link per 100 words.
	- The headline must include the company's name.
	- The headline can't contain personal pronouns ('I', 'me', 'you', etc).
	- The article can't contain first person or second person voices ('I', 'me', 'you', 'your' etc).
	- The article cannot be written like a sales pitch, it must be neutral/informational.
	- The article must have a specific topic, no general articles allowed.
	
- Avoid bullet point lists or fragmented texts as they will not be accepted by some news outlets.

	- Exclude contact info from the article as you will be uploading that separately.
	- Must be in English.



See this example for a general idea
of how an article should be structured.
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